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MIRACULOUS RESTORATION
The time was up; the very first of six days filled with

possible time. GOD MADE A WAY! Members of the

priceless opportunities to extend God’s love to the

INGH/INUS medical team who were constantly in

world had come. The medical team as usual had their

touch with the Hospital together with Florence’s

devotion in the morning to draw strength and

mother pulled resources together to pay for her

inspiration for the day and God had a perfect word for

surgery and after care. The surgery was successfully

them; One which by the end of the day became so

performed five days after her admission at the hospital.

apparent that God always knew the end from the

Florence is now healthy and is no longer in pain. She is

beginning. The story was about that one touch of faith

very grateful to God and said “Thank you all for

that restored the health of the woman with the issue of

supporting me. But for your support, I wouldn’t be alive

blood.

today”

The team was ready and clinic had started running with

Florence is 29 years and works in a passion fruit farm

hundreds of people, taking their turn to be served.

close to her community. She had battled with this

Florence walked into the consulting room to see a

health condition for about five years and was unable to

doctor. She was pale and apparently severely sick. After

work well to support her family. But now she is strong

examining her, the fear of losing her any moment was

enough to go back to work and earn a living and not be

clearly written on the faces of the doctors; her life was at

dependent on her mother. Florence’s step of faith and

stake if nothing was done within the shortest possible

the medical team touch of love has made her dream of

time. So she was immediately referred to a hospital for

living a healthy life a reality.

some scans and laboratory tests to ascertain the
diagnosis made at the outreach and further treatment.
There was however some hesitation on the side of
Florence and her family members to go to the hospital
because they lacked the financial resources to cater for
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the medical bills and other expenses. They found
themselves in an unpleasant position, to either take
Florence to the hospital or lose her as doctors
cautioned. Finally, they decided to take the step of faith
– to take Florence to the hospital. They hoped for a
miracle to come up with the money to cater fully for her
bills and other expenses. Scans and laboratory tests run
at the hospital revealed that she was suffering from a
bleeding fibroid and that she had severely low blood
levels. She therefore had to take some blood
transfusions and be operated on within the shortest
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Commissioning of New School Block
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FROM SHEDS TO CLASSROOMS
Lasivenu community now has a proper Junior High
School building where students can study in comfort.
The block consists of three classrooms, a library, a staff
common room, an office for the head teacher and an
ICT laboratory. Hitherto, students studied under sheds
made with straw and roofed with thatch. Their classes
were disrupted whenever it threatened to rain, Teachers
also had their share of the challenges; they sat under
trees when out of the classes. All these negatively
impacted the lives of school children and affected their
academic performance.

New school block

BLA FOR CHRIST
The Northbrook Church joined the Evangelism and
Discipleship Unit to reach out to Bla, a community close
to Lasivenu, with the Gospel of Christ. The outreach was
aimed at winning souls for Jesus and strengthening the
church in Lasivenu. A film popularly referred to as the
“Jesus film”, which tells about the life and ministry of
Jesus Christ in local languages, was viewed by over 500
community members who had gathered for an evening
crusade. After the film show, about 70 people gave their
lives to Jesus Christ. Halleluyah!

Old school structure

In a ceremony to commission the new building, a
delegation of twelve from the Northbrook church in the
USA, funders of the project, were grateful to God for
leading them to support the school. Senior Pastor of the
Church Pastor Michael Bellanti, encouraged the school
children to take their studies seriously. On their part, the
Lasivenu community presented gifts of beaded
necklaces, beaded bracelets and a citation to the team
from the Northbrook Church, as a token of their
appreciation to them. School children performed
cultural displays during the ceremony and recited a
poem portraying the great transformation realized;
from sheds to classrooms. The children couldn’t hide
their joy as they marched from the shed “classrooms” to
their new classrooms. They sang and danced to show
their joy and appreciation for the investment made in
them.
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Bla community watching the Jesus film
An evening outreach in Bla
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